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ISRAEL Pt.12: ROTHSCHILD, PROTOCOLS of the 

ELDERS of ZION 

In these past weeks I have brought out the Jewish Supremacist statements of 

Jewish leaders.  They want to rule over this world, make and pass all laws and 

have the world abide by whatever they decide and bow down to their future 

moshiach – king.  That future leader that they will accept as their moshiach will be 

the antichrist. 

In research we have learned how modern day Israel came to be.  It was the 

Rothschild’s who bought the land, funded and orchestrated passing laws to bring 

it about.  The Rothschild’s are one of the 13 illuminati bloodline families and they 

are at the very top of lucifer’s pyramid.  The only one higher than them on the 

pyramid is lucifer himself.  They run this world for lucifer.  They are the richest 

family in this world, money is their god, and that god also has a name and it is 

mammom and that is satan.  Our Bibles seem to portray mammon as just a word 

that stands for money or wealth, it is that and it is actually the name of the Syriac 

god of wealth and that equates to satan. 
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Take a look at this Illuminati pyramid.  You can call it satan’s pyramid, the 
freemason pyramid, the witches pyramid etc.  They all serve lucifer and the fallen 
angels.  This goes back to Egypt and the mystery religions where black magic was 
practiced, where human sacrifice was made in worship to lucifer.  In Egypt, one of 
lucifer’s major names was “amen.”  I did a teaching series entitled “amen,” if you 
haven’t listened to that one it will help to wake you up about what that word 
really means.  The eye of lucifer is at the top, just like the pyramid on the U.S. one 
dollar bill.  Next is world monarch,  the world monarch is the Rothchild’s, ruling 
from behind the scenes for lucifer.  They are a hidden hand of power which most 
of the world is oblivious to.   

We can’t think it is crazy to hear that they set a place for lucifer at their table and 
that he actually manifests there.  Those who serve satan have perfected the art or 
craft of black magic.  They know and understand that they must appease satan in 
order to gain more demonic power. They have made their blood sacrifices, they 
do his bidding and he does manifest to them because they worship him and 
summon him by all that they do.  They are possessed and empowered by the 
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fallen angels.  They are a huge part of satan’s plan for war against humanity and 
against God. 

 

This research is from a book written by Fritz Springmeier, 13 Bloodlines of The 

Illuminati.  During Russell’s and Brigham Young’s day, Lord Rothschild was 

considered the “lay leader of world Jewry.”  Edmund Rothschild was president of 

the Jewish Colonization Association, which was a major Zionist group.  Amselm 

Rothschild indicated that his grandfather Amschel Mayer Rothschild had insisted 

in Clause 15 of his will to his children, “may they and their descendants remain 

constantly true to their ancestral Jewish faith.”  However, the will has been secret 

and there is no way of knowing what it says.  The Rothschilds have not remained 

true to the Orthodox faith.  If this was actually what clause 15 said then 

something is amiss. 

The Jewish world has showered the Rothschilds with praises, “The Rothschilds 

govern a Christian world.  Not a cabinet moves without their advice.  They stretch 

their hand, with equal ease, from Petersburg to Vienna, from Vienna to Paris, 

from Paris to London, from London to Washington.  Baron Rothschild, the head of 

the house, is the true king of Judah, the prince of the captivity, the Messiah so 

long looked for by this extraordinary people…The lion of the tribe of Judah, Baron 

Rothschild, possesses more real force than David – more wisdom than Solomon.” 
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Niles’ Weekly Register (a Jewish newspaper), Volume 49 had the following to say 

about the Rothschilds’ influence on international high finance in 1836:  

The Rotschilds are the wonders of modern banking…we see the descendants of 

Judah, after a persecution of two thousand years, peering above kings, rising 

higher than emperors, and holding a whole continent in the hollow of their hands.  

The Rotschilds govern a Christian world.  Not a cabinet moves without their 

advice.  They stretch their hand, with equal ease, from Petersburgh to Vienna,  

from Vienna to Paris, from Paris to London, from London to Washington.  Baron 

Rothschild, the head of the house, is the true king of Judah, the prince of the 

captivity, the Messiah so long looked for by this extraordinary people.  He holds 

the keys of peace or war, blessing or cursing… They are the brokers and 

counselors of the kings of Europe and of the republican chiefs of America.  What 

more can they desire? 

And when this head of the Rothschild family died, they had already groomed up 

another to take his place.  That’s what they do.  One will inherit the demons of 

the other and carry on business as usual. 

PROTOCOLS of the ELDERS of ZION 

This research is deep and lengthy.  If you want to read the full article on this, the 

link is on my sermon notes on the church website.  This is just going to drive 

home what I have been revealing about what the Zionist Jews think of everyone 
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else on this planet.  In full disclosure all sights online say this is a fraudulent 

document.  However, if you are familiar with the communist manifesto and the 

Zionist Jews turned to communism, this sounds a lot like the same thing but only 

from a Jewish standpoint.  Also, a lot of what I will share seems to match up with 

their satanic Talmudic writings, it matches what their Zionist supremacist leaders 

have said over the years.  And we all know that what the war on truth does now is 

just put a label on true information – they just stamp it as false.  Let The Holy 

Spirit guide you, He knows all truth, He is The Spirit of Truth. (John 16:13) 

 

Judaism defined: 

1) Moses Mendelssohn: “Judaism is not a religion, but a law religionized.” 

“Judaism is not a religion and the Jews are not a nation, but they are a sect with 

Judaism as a rite.  The obligations and rules of the rite of the Jewish masses are 

contained in the Talmud and Schulchan Aruk, but the esoteric teachings for the 

higher initiates are to be found in the cabala / kabbalah.  Therein are contained 

the mysterious rites for evocations, the indications and keys for practices for 

conjuration of supernatural forces, the science of numbers, astrology, etc. 

The ones at the top, the Zionist, freemasonic, luciferic Jew leaders adhere to 

kabbalah.  It is for the higher initiates.  Albert Pike one of freemasonry’s biggest 

leaders said the same thing. The kabbalah is where they learn how to summon 
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the fallen angels, science of numbers is number magic and astrology is also part of 

their divination witchcraft practices. 

 

Re: The Pharisees: Lt General Netcholodow: “This group of intellectual pantheists 

was soon to acquire a directing influence over the Jewish nation…However 

saturated with pantheistic chaldeanism they might have been, the Pharisees 

preserved their ethnic pride intact.  This religion of man divinized, which they had 

absorbed at Babylon, they conceived solely as applying to the profit of the Jew, 

the superior and predestined being.  The promises of universal domination which 

the orthodox Jew found in the Law, the Pharisees did not interpret in the sense of 

the reign of the God of Moses over the nations, but in that of a material 

domination to be imposed on the universe by the Jews.  The awaited Messiah was 

no longer the Redeemer of original Sin, a spiritual victor Who would lead the 

world, it was a temporal king, bloody with battle, who would make Israel master 

of the world and “drag all people under the wheels of his chariot.” 

That is why they are still waiting on their king to come, their moshiach.  They are 

going to stand with satan and fight against the KING of the whole world, Jesus and 

lose miserably once again in the battle of Armageddon.  
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“A carefully restricted membership, tightly bound, imposing on their members the 

religion of “the secret,” the Pharisees relentlessly pursued their double aim, 

which was: 

1. The seizure of political power, by the possession of the great political offices 

(the influence of which was tremendous in the reconstituted Jewish nation), and 

the conquest of the Sanhedrin (Jewish parliament). 

2.  To modify gradually the conceptions of the people in the direction of their 

secret doctrine. 

**This secret doctrine ties right into the secret doctrine that new ager Madam 

Blavatsky sent out to the world.** 

II. Judaic law and scriptures sanction Jews to murder and rape goys (Hebrew for 

non-Jew, unclean, filthy beasts, cattle, beasts) and steal their property in order to 

rule over planet earth. 
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“The son of Noah, who would steal a farthing ought to be put to death, but an 

Israelite is allowed to do injury to a goy; where it is written, Thou shalt not do 

injury to thy neighbor, it is not said, thou shalt not do injury to a goy.”  (Misna 

Sanhedryn 57). 

“A thing lost by a goy may not only be kept by the man who found it, but it is 

forbidden to give it back to him.” (Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpatt, 266, 1) 

“How to interpret the word “robbery.” A goy is forbidden to steal, rob, or take 

women slaves, etc., from a goy or from a Jew, but he (a Jew) is not forbidden to 

do all this to a goy.” (Tosefta, Aboda Zara, VIII 5). 

“If a goy killed a  goy or a Jew he is responsible, but if a Jew killed a goy he is not 

responsible.” (Ibid, VIII 5). 
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III. Vision of Jewish Conquest of Non-Jewish Peoples and Nations Expressed in 

Various “Protocols” in Recent History: 

A. Chemor, Chief Rabbi of Spain, wrote to the Grand Sanhedrin, seat in 

Constantinople, in 1492, when a Spanish law threatened expulsion of the Jewish 

people: 

“Make your sons merchants that they may despoil, little by little, the Christians of 

their (property). 

Make your sons doctors and apothecaries, that they may take away Christians’ 

lives. 

Make your sons canons and clerics in order that they may destroy their churches. 

Arrange that your sons become advocates and lawyers, and see that they always 

mix in affairs of State, that by putting christians under your yoke you may 

dominate the world and be avenged on them.” 
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D. Protocol of 1919.  A Russian newspaper, Prizyv, on 5th February, 1920, 

published in Berlin, contained this document in Hebrew, dated December, 1919, 

and found in the pocket of dead Jew, Zunder, the Bolshevik Commander of the 

11th Sharpshooter Battalion. 

“Secret. To the representatives of all the branches of the Israelite International 

League: 

Sons of Israel! The hour of our ultimate victory is near.  We stand on the threshold 

of the command of the world…We have brought the culture, civilization, 

traditions and thrones of the Christian nations to stagger… We have done 

everything to bring the Russian people under the yoke of the Jewish power, and 

ultimately compelled them to fall on their knees before us.  Russia is in the agony 

of death under our feet.  By taking from them their property, their gold, we have 

reduced this people to helpless slaves. 

Be cautious and silent.  We ought to have no mercy for our enemy.  We must 

make an end to the best and leading elements of the Russian people, so that the 

vanquished Russia may not find any leader!  War and class struggle will excite 
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hatred and disputes between workers and peasants.  **This sounds like when the 

Bolshevik government came to power over the people.** 

There are many protocols listed on the site where I obtained this research.  I’m 

going to read some of the headings of the protocols and for some of them I’ll 

share more of the information that was listed. 

1. Power of Force and Make Believe 

2.  Universal Spying 

3.  Divide and Conquer 

4.  Managed Class Struggle 

5.  Use of Despotism (absolute power usually in a cruel and oppressive way) and 

Overwhelming Force 

6.  Steal the goyim’s land and “extirpate” goy intellectuals:  Which means root out 

and destroy intellectuals completely.  Ever wonder why so many truthers are 

murdered? 

7.  Impose universal authoritarian military-police state through use of terrorism 

and American military as world police force. **Why does American go around 

getting into every other nations affairs militarily – now you know – we are the 

bully on the block – their police force.** 

9.  Use of terror, education, training, and “anti-Semitism” to mold, change, and 

subdue people 

They have used anti-semitism to fool the world into feeling sorry for them and if 

you know and speak the truth about this power hungry group, you will be dealt 

with and labeled an anti-semite. 

Under protocol 9 they mentioned destroying the family unit. 

11.  The “new” Constitution; Goyim are a flock of sheep and we are the wolves. 
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“The freedom of the press, the right of association, freedom of conscience, the 
voting principle, and many another… must disappear forever from the memory of 
man, or undergo a radical alteration the day after the promulgation of the new 
constitution. 

The goyim are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves.” 

 

Protocol 12: Controlled opposition and brainwashing and mind control of public. 

“Among those making attacks upon us will also be organs established by us, but 

they will attack exclusively points that we have pre-determined to alter. 

Not a single announcement will reach the public without our control… 

(CENSORSHIP – like removing our original Youtube platform – a church telling the 

truth.) We have already contrived to possess ourselves of the minds of the goy 

communities to such an extent that they all come near looking upon the events of 

the world through the colored glasses of those spectacles we are setting astride 

their noses. 

Protocol 13: We have stage-managed reality according to our political plan for 
many centuries.  **False flags and fake news have been around for a long long 
time.** 
“When we come into our kingdom our orators will expound great problems which 
have turned humanity upside down in order to bring it at the end under our 
beneficent rule. Who will ever suspect then that all these peoples were stage-
managed by us according to political plan which no one has so much as guessed 
at in the course of many centuries?” 
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Protocol 15: National and international police will come from Masonic lodges, 

which we control.  We also control judges, senators, and the “higher 

administration” (presidents, etc.). **MK Ultra survivors Brice Taylor and Cathy 

O’Brien have told us that the freemasons are running this world and that almost 

all of our presidents are related to each other.** 

* “Among the members of these (Masonic) lodges will be almost all the agents of 

international and national police since their service is for us irreplaceable in the 

respect that the police is in a position not only to use its own particular measures 

with the insubordinate, but also to screen our activities and provide pretexts for 

discontents, etc.” 

*…Under our influence the execution of the laws of the goyim has been reduced 

to a minimum… In the most important and fundamental affairs and questions 

judges decide as we dictate to them. 

*Even senators and the higher administration accept our counsels. 

**They have shown us time and again about dirty cops in the movies and they 

always bring out truth in the movies.  There are good cops out there but the 

freemasonic ones rule over them.** 

16.  Subversion of universities and destruction of independent thought 
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**That is dumbing down the masses.  This absolutely is in effect already.  Go 

search out Charlotte Iserbyte and listen to what she exposed about the paid for 

Government agenda to dumb our children down.** 

 

Protocol No. 17. King of Jews will be the pope of the Universe.  We will divide 

society so that 1/3 are spies and informers who will keep the rest under 

observation. 

“The King of the Jews will be the real pope of the Universe, the patriarch of an 

International Church.  **They are not talking specifically about the position of 

pope but the word itself which means in latin – father.** 

But in the meantime, while we are re-educating youth in new traditional religions 

(ETK-New Age religions, etc.), and afterwards in ours, we shall not overtly lay a 

finger on existing churches, but we shall fight against them by criticism calculated 

to produce schism… 

Our kingdom will be an apologia (defence) of the divinity Vishnu, in whom is 

found its personification – in our hundred hands will be, one in each, the springs 
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of the machinery of social life.  We shall see everything without the aid of official 

police which, in that scope of its rights which we elaborated for our use of the 

goyim, hinders governments from seeing. 

“In our program, one third of our subjects will keep the rest under observation 

from a sense of duty, on the principle of volunteer service to the State.  It will 

then be no disgrace to be a spy and informe…” 

**New Age is spread all over this world and that ultimately is worship of fallen 

angels.  And we all know they track our every move with all the cameras in 

everything and the technology we use.** 

18: Measures of secret defense. Mind control. 

The book 1984 written by George Orwell, who was a freemason, clearly shows 

these same agendas.  When you know this information and understand it then 

you can see most of it has already been implemented.  There are just a few things 

remaining that have not been implemented as they await the rise of the 

antichrist. 

The website where I got this research goes deep into how they are targeting 

individuals.  The silent torture and targeting done through frequencies, brain 

mapping and programming remotely.  It’s called, ‘remote neural monitoring and 

prompting,’ brain ‘re-patterning,’ and ‘EEG fingerprinting’. Basically, it’s a way to 

wirelessly monitor anybody, using the body’s biometric displacement field and 

also computer-interfacing the target’s brain patterns. This transforms a target—

that is, a responsive target—into a test subject for a super spy, soldier and super 

policing program. 

Tony Pantalleresco said the Protocols of Zion mention getting society down to 

600,000,000 million people whereas the Georgia Guidestones only show 

500,000,000 million.  No matter what, that shows that the luciferians want to do a 

major kill off of people to get to numbers that low. 

Acts 17:1-15 - Now when they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, 

they came to Thessalonica, where was a synagogue of the Jews: And Paul, as his 
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manner was, went in unto them, and three sabbath days reasoned with them out 

of the scriptures, Opening and alleging, that Christ must needs have suffered, and 

risen again from the dead; and that this Jesus, whom I preach unto you, is Christ.  

And some of them believed, and consorted with Paul and Silas; and of the devout 

Greeks a great multitude, and of the chief women not a few. But the Jews which 

believed not, moved with envy, took unto them certain lewd fellows of the baser 

sort, and gathered a company, and set all the city on an uproar, and assaulted the 

house of Jason, and sought to bring them out to the people. And when they found 

them not, they drew Jason and certain brethren unto the rulers of the city, crying, 

These that have turned the world upside down are come hither also; Whom Jason 

hath received: and these all do contrary to the decrees of Caesar, saying that 

there is another king, one Jesus. And they troubled the people and the rulers of 

the city, when they heard these things. And when they had taken security of 

Jason, and of the other, they let them go. And the brethren immediately sent 

away Paul and Silas by night unto Berea: who coming thither went into the 

synagogue of the Jews. These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that 

they received the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures 

daily, whether those things were so.  Therefore many of them believed; also of 

honourable women which were Greeks, and of men, not a few.  But when the 

Jews of Thessalonica had knowledge that the word of God was preached of Paul 

at Berea, they came thither also, and stirred up the people. And then immediately 

the brethren sent away Paul to go as it were to the sea: but Silas and Timotheus 

abode there still. And they that conducted Paul brought him unto Athens: and 

receiving a commandment unto Silas and Timotheus for to come to him with all 

speed, they departed.  

These Jews were going around troubling the churches.  They did not believe in 

Jesus and they were envious of those that taught the gospel.  They did not want 

Jesus, and they worked hard to stop the gospel and keep everyone under the law 

of the Old Testament.  Modern day Zionist Jews, Talmudic Jews, Judaistic Jews, 

Pharisaic Jews, Freemasonic Jews are carrying the same torch.  They don’t want to 

be saved and they don’t want anyone else to be saved either. 
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*Please play this video  For more than 20 years now Israel has been attempting to  

pass a law to make it illegal to share any other faith in Israel except for Judaism.  

They are especially trying to stop Christians from sharing their faith. (about 3.5 

min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWQHoRDJv88 

Remember they only believe the first 5 books of the Old Covenant.  They don’t 

believe in Jesus or the New Covenant.   

Acts 4:18-21 - And they called them, and commanded them not to speak at all nor 

teach in the name of Jesus. But Peter and John answered and said unto them, 

Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you more than unto God, 

judge ye. For we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and heard. So 

when they had further threatened them, they let them go, finding nothing how 

they might punish them, because of the people: for all men glorified God for that 

which was done.  

The goals of same satanic group are still alive today in their descendents.  These 

Zionist, kabbalistic, freemasonic, luciferic Jews do not want us to teach in, preach 

in or even speak the name of Jesus.  They are against the gospel which is the good 

news of what Christ Jesus has done for us.  

Netanyahu said it right when he said that the support of Christian Zionists made it 

possible for the rise of Jewish Zionism.  That’s true.  Christians have been duped 

into sending their money to Israel and giving these people our total support.  The 

biggest way we are deceived to be on board with all of this today in America is 

televangelists.  Why did we ever believe they were superior to the rest of the 

world?  Why did we believe God drew them back to their homeland?  Why did we 

believe they had a special deal with God even though they rejected Jesus?  Why 

have we believed they were untouchable in the tribulation?  So many lies. 

They have rejected Jesus and so God has rejected them.  God does not change.  In 

the Old Testament God always said if you forsake Me, I will forsake you.  That is 

where the nation of Jews stands today, a godless nation.  Their god is just as Jesus 

said, their god is the devil, the god of this world.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWQHoRDJv88
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CLOSING 

What a feather in satan’s hat every time he has managed to get God’s people to 

sin against him.  He had a huge victory when Adam and Eve sinned and caused 

the whole world to go into a sinful, fallen state.  Look at this feat he has pulled off 

using the Jews.  He is using them as a weapon against God’s children and yet he 

has managed to blind and dumb down Christians so they don’t even understand 

what Judaism is and they even call themselves Judeo Christians and claim to stand 

with the very Jews that want to take them to their death. 

They hate all Christians because we belong to Jesus, that same hate the Pharisees 

had against Jesus, is against us today.  They intend to destroy us. 

I praise God for the Jews who have come to Christ and are truly saved and are not 

fighting against God Himself.  

PRAYER 
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